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Wheelchairs Courtyard  £12.50†
 Premium  £59.95†
(Each wheelchair space includes  
carer seat free of charge).

The York Experience  £90.00

Premium  £59.95†

A Reserve  £49.95†

B Reserve  £39.95†

C Reserve  £29.95†

Groundlings  £12.50†

All our seats are the same – comfortably cushioned and 
backed, with plenty of leg room – so you just need to 
decide how close to the action you would like to be!  

The York Experience Be a part of the drama in the best 
seats! Individual chairs right beside the stage with a 
private area for entertaining guests backstage pre-show 
and/or during the interval, a glass of champagne and 
canapes per person and an exclusive backstage tour.

Premium * Either beside the stage or the nearest covered 
seating to the stage, on the lower tier. A superb, close-up 
view of the action.

A Reserve * In the middle tier and first row of the upper 
tier (blocks 2-8), under cover, with an excellent view of the 
stage, just above the action.  

B Reserve * In the middle tier of Blocks 1 and 9 (which 
may at times have a back view of the actors) and the 

upper tier of the rest of the theatre. Under cover with a 
wonderful elevated view of the action.

C Reserve * In the upper tier. (Blocks 1 and 9 may at 
times have a back view of the actors.) Under cover with a 
wonderful elevated view of the action.

Groundlings Be immersed in the drama, in the courtyard 
right up close to the stage, interacting at times with the 
actors. It’s first come first served! You will be standing for 
the duration of the play, and will be open to the elements, 
so dress appropriately. Umbrellas will not be permitted as 
this will impede the view of other patrons.

Wheelchair users and carers are positioned in the open 
courtyard in front of A Reserve seating, directly opposite 
the stage. Best seats in the house! In addition, Premium 
wheelchair and carer seats will be available under cover at 
the side of the stage.

† = ticketing/booking fees apply                * Note there are stairs to climb.


